
ICORP Investigations Video Verification™

ABOUT ICORP
Trusted by the nation’s leading

insurance companies, law firms and

corporations since 2006, ICORP

delivers informed, comprehensive

investigation services leading to

favorable case results. With offices in

New York City, Long Island, Miami, and

Washington DC; and licensed in 12

states and the District of Columbia,

ICORP has a wide coverage area

encompassing one-third of U.S.

households.

ICORP WORKS WITH
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Insurance Companies

Third Party Administrators

Self-Insured Organizations

Corporations

Seeing is believing…or is it?
Understanding the authenticity of video evidence can 
make or break a case.

COVERAGE AREAS: AL, AZ, CO, CT, DC, FL, GA, MD, MA, NJ, NY, NC, PA
OFFICES: NEW YORK CITY, LONG ISLAND, MIAMI, WASHINGTON, DC
TOLL FREE: 866-984-2677 - WEB: www.icorpinvestigations.com

Video evidence is frequently used to support or dispute medical malpractice and general
liability claims. Substantive video evidence can change the course of a case. At times,
what looks like a valid video, upon expert analysis, may reveal authentication issues that
can render the video evidence objectionable or inadmissible, thereby impacting the
outcome of the case.

ICORP Investigations’ Video Verification™ service helps medical malpractice and
general liability attorneys avoid the authenticity problems associated with video
evidence. Our expert video analysts help to authenticate or dispute a video based on a
wide variety of technical factors including time studies and environmental analysis.
ICORP’s video analysts are licensed and trained investigators who understand how to go
beyond the obvious and probe into technical aspects of the video.

Understanding the validity of video evidence helps attorneys avoid surprises and
enables them to develop sound case strategies that take into account the credibility
of case evidence.

Video Verification ™ is a suite of expert video analyses that include:
§ Video device analysis
§ Time stamp and date stamp analysis (times does fly)
§ Length and continuity of video evidence
§ Environmental analysis
§ Receipt and transfer of video analysis
§ Raw data file review
§ Edit software utilized
§ Geo-location review

Call ICORP today at (866) 984-2677 to learn more about Video Verification™.


